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The Southern Brittany
Atlantic shoreline:
An area with a great morphological
diversity: open bays, estuaries, rias,
lagoons, littoral lakes…
particularly exposed to western
and southern-oriented storms, or
even hurricanes…

Lannénec Pond,
« Pays de Lorient »

2005, 2007, 2008: Violent storms
1990, 1995, 2000: Violent storms
1987: Hurricane
1900, 1930, 1972: Violent storms
1865, 1881: Violent storms
1666, 1703: Violent storms
1284: Hurricane
1172: Tsunami ? earthquake ?

Year 455:
The legend of St. NENNOK: a Meteorological Archive ?

St. NENNOK, the legend says:
In the Year 455,
a boat transporting Princess NENNOK,
coming from Wales, was forced during a violent storm
along the Morbihan shoreline to land at a place which today
is known as the « Lannénec Pond » …

Lannénec Pond,
« Pays de Lorient »

The question was:
Did Princess Nennok’s boat

…. that later became

landed on the shore of a sea arm…

the Lannénec Pond ?

IS IT POSSIBLE? YES,

A second question: HOW?

The Loc’h Pond was a sea arm before 1884

Lannénec Pond
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Two questions, two answers:
The LA-1 Core, 5.93 m long, and the Loc’h 2L Core, 3.70 m long
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At 2.00 m depth:
2420 years BP
LA-1

The 5.93-m long LA-1 core:
formed by alternances of
grey-green silts and muds,
and fine-medium to coarse
grey to brown sands, with
locally abundant mollusc
shells, shell fragments
and vegetal debris

LA-1

At 3.90 m depth:
4425 years BP

At 5.60 m depth:
5460 years BP

The microfauna content of the
sediment is very rich, showing
particularly associations of marine
and freshwater microfauna
(foraminifers, ostracods, sponges,
echinoderms…..) and microflora
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These associations illustrate
different environmental conditions:
1) Open sea (estuary or bay)
2) Tidal marshes
3) Lagoons, littoral ponds or lakes

Foraminifera and dinoflagellate associations,
and other microfauna and microflora components
demonstrate that the Lannénec Pond….
… was connected
with the open ocean
several times,

alternating with
periods of closure
and the formation
of a freshwater
lake separated from
the ocean by a dune
ridge, as it is today

Loc’h 2L

Core Loc’h 2L

2015 yr BP

The 3.72-m long Loc’h 2L core:
Alternating silts and medium to coarse sands,
silty muds and muds with shell fragments.
5250 yr BP
The Loc’h Pond

Micropaleontological data
obtained from the Loc’h 2L
core demonstrate that marine
conditions prevailed all along
the last 5400 years, from
open sea to tidal marshes

5370 yr BP

The Loc’h Pond: a sea arm since
5400 years BP until 1884. Marine
conditions prevailed all along the last
5400 years BP, alternating from open
sea to tidal marsh. From 1884, the
Loc’h was artificially closed and
drained

The Lannénec Pond: a system
alternating between continental – fresh
water lake – and marine environments
– open sea, tidal marsh - from 5500
years BP until about 1500 years BP, i.e.
the date of landing of Princess
Nennok’s boat, then reaching the
status of fresh water lake

Major storm events are frequent along the littoral of Southern
Brittany and, associated to littoral drift, may induce huge transport
of sediment along the shoreline – Erosion or Deposition Concerning the Loc’h Pond, this area seems to have
been protected from major sediment transport during
5400 years , even during major storms. This part of the
littoral kept its marine environmental status for all this
period, despite minor alternating changes from open
sea to tidal marshes
The Lannénec Pond has been affected during the last 5500 years
by 6 open sea / tidal marsh / littoral lake cycles, that could be
interpreted as the result of huge erosional or depositional events
resulting either in the damming of the sea arm, or in the destruction
of the littoral ridge
Princess Nennok had a real chance to travel along
the Morbihan littoral during the last of these erosional cycles….
But why not choosing to enter in the Loc’h Pond ?

Thank you
Merci

March 2010: Storm wave entering the Trunvel Pond, Southern Finistère

